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1'o all u•lwm -it niaJJ concern:
Be it known that I, THOMAS F. BARRY, a
dtizen of· the United States, and a reHidcmt
of Xewark, in the county of EHsex and State
of Kew Jersey, have i1ffented certain new
and rn;eful Improvement:; in the Mtmufacture of Brushes, of whieh the following is
:t specification.
The invention relates to improvements in
the' manufacture of brushes, snch as hair
bmshes and the like, and it consists in the
noYel features, structure ~md method hereinafter described, and particularly pointed out
in the claims.
I r:>resent my invention as embodied in
the manufacture of hair brushes, to which it
is particulnrly applicable,although not confined to brushes for brushing the hair.
It is highly desirable that the bristles of
a brush be ;;o ;;ecured that they will not shed
and that the entire set of bristles be so connected together that the ''block " may be
readily npplied to the back of the brush and
properly secured. It is also desirable that a
method of manufacture be pursued which
will enable the production at reasonable expense of n very durable a.nd attractive bru;;h.
In accord~mce with my ll1"ention I arrange the entire set of tufts of bristles for
a bru;;h in a suitable phtte permanently renmining thereon, sttid plate usually being of
metal and having a rubber-coated surface to
pre\·ent rust, and apply rubber composition
to the ends of the tufts projecting through
the holes in said pfate and then vulcanize
this rubber on a steam table. I also thread
the bristles through a met:tl templet plate
having holes corresponding with the holes
in the plate to remain permanently in the
brm:;h and after the vulcanization strip this
temp let plate· from the tuft8 of bristles. In
instance:; in which the "block" or set of
bristles secured to the permanent plate is to
form ~t part of a celluloid or pyroxylin bru:;h
or applied to a recess in a solid celluloid ·
bi·ush back or a brush back Im >·ing a wooden
body ~u· the like cornred with a veneering of
celluloid, I also thread the bristles through
a celluloid plate having holes corresponding·
with the permanent plate and the templet
plate and interposed between the two plates,
so that in tlie final finished brush the surface
exposed arnuud and between the tnfts of
bristles inay have the same finh;h as the bnck
of the u1·ush. \Vlien produci~1g whnt i;;; com-
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monly called celluloid brushes, I will place
the permnnent plate, celluloid plate and the
templet plate together in face to face con~
tact in a die having pro~r recesses iu line
with the holes in the plates and then thread
tlle bristles th.Fough the holes in the plates
to :form the tufts, the then upper ends of the
various tu:fts projecting above the perma!lent pl,ate. Thereafter by means of a hot
~ro~ I iron down or flatten the upper pro.Jectmg ends of the tufts against the top of
the :eermanent plate, after which I slide the
celluloid plate and templet plate downwardly upon the tufts of bristles to a suitable extent and then. apply by dipping or
otherwise a reasonably soft solution of rubher upon the ironed dmvn ends of the tufts
and allow the " block" to stand a reasonable
length of time, preferably over night, and
thereafter l apply a thicke1· solution of rubher over the top of the perm:ment plate and
the knot ends of the bristles thereon to form
a substantial body of rubber which is first
allowed to stand a few hours or preferably
over night nn<l then placed on a steam-table
and vulcanized, care being taken to protect
the celluloid plate pre:::ient on the tufts
against injury during the rnlcanizaiion step,
from the heat of the steam table.· After the
vulcanization has taken place the templet
plate is stripped from the tufts and the celluloid plate is pushed upwardly gainst the
permanent plate and thereupon the block
may be at once inserted in the rece::;;;; of the
brush back or it may Le.given a dished ;;hape
so as to throw the ends of the tufts of bristles on a convex curvature. Upon the in;;ertion of the block in the recess in the brush
back, the celluloid veneerillg applied to the
brush back will be cemented, along the edges
of the recess in said back, to the edges of
the sheet or plate of celluloid on the tufts of
bristles, thu;; imparting to the Lrush Lack a
continuous celluloid surface.
The brush produced by me is of extremely
durable character and my method of manufacture is one which can with certainty Le
relied upon in factory pru.etice to produce
high class goods at reasonable expense.
In ini;tances i.1:1 which the "block" of tuft:-;
of bristles is not to be applied to a celluloid
b1·ush back but to a wooden or othei· back,
the celluloid plate above referred to as be··
ing between the permanent plate and templet plate will be entirely omitted, and the
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permanent plate will be secured to the back ing of celluloid or other pyroxylin material
united at its edges to the edges of the plate
The inventi~n will be. f11;llY und~rstood or sh.cet of cel.lulo~d originally applied in
from the detailed description heremafter the die shown m Fig. 2 and throuo-h which
5 presented, reference being had to the accom- the bristles were threaded.
""
panying drawings, in which:
In the drawing, referring more particuF1gure 1 is a top view of a metal or larly to Fig. 9, 10 designates the back of a
other plate which I premanently apply near brush, 11 the series of tufts of bristles, 12
the upper ends of the tufts of hi·istles, said a celluloid plate or sheet through which said
10 tufts being inserted through openings in tufts are threaded, 13 a metal plate in face
said plate to receive the rubber which is to to face engagement with the celluloid plate
be thereafter vulcanized thereon; Fig. 2 is or sheet 12 and having a series of apera YerticoJ longitudinal section through the tnres or holes, shown in Fig. 1, matching
die in which the plate shown in Fig. 1, a the holes in the said plate or sheet 12 and
15 removable templet plate, and. when occasion receiving the upper ends of the tufts of
requires, a celluloid or pyroxylin plate are bristles, and 14 a substantial body of vulheld during the threading of the bristles canized hard rubber upon said plate 13 and
through the holes in the same provided for binding all of the knot ends of the bristles
the tufts, leaving the upper ends of the in position thereon, said J?lates 12, 13 and
20 bristles projecting above the permanent. body of hard rubber 14 bemg seated within
plate which finally receives the rubber to be a recess formed in the back 10 and said back
vulcanized thereon for securing the tufts of in the construction presented in Fig. 8 being
bristles; Fig. 3 is a like view of the same formed of a core 15 covered with ·a sheet or
with the top plate of the die removed and veneer of cellnloid or other pyroxylin or
25 the projecting ends of the tufts of bristles suitable material Hi, whose edges lap against
shown as having been ironed down or fiat- and are cemented to the outer edges of the
tened with a hot iron, perparutory to re- sheet or J;llate 12, whereby the core 15 beceiving the rubber; Fig. 4 illustrates a comes entirely covered with the celluloid or
further step in the process of munufactur- other pyroxylin material and the surface be30 ing the brush consisting in sliding the re- tween the tufts of bristles 11 is caused to
movable plate or templet and celluloid plate harmonize with the other surfaces of the
downwardly upon the tufts of bristles, and back. The cementing of the edges of the
applying the rubber to the top of the per- veneer rn to the edges of the sheet or plate
manent metal plate, Fig. 4 being a vertical 12 results in the tufts of bristles, plates 12,
35 longitudinal section of the plates :md 13 aud rubber 14 being securely hehl within
bristles removed from the die; Fig. 5 illus- the recess in the back 10, but if desired or if
trates the step in the process of manufac~ in any case it should be necessary to do so,
ture which consists in vulcanizing the rub- said plates may be additionally secured to
her applied upon the l?.ermanent plate at the the back by means of screws, ns shown in
40 knot ends of the tufts of bristles, Fig. 5 Fig. 8. Under rJl ordinary circumstances
being a sectional view of a portion of a the use of screws for fastening the block of
steam table and the devices applied there- tufts to the back 10 will not be necessary
on for enabling the vulcanization of the when a veneerino- 16 is employed and
rubber, the "block," as it is termed, or set cemented to the eclges of a pyro:xylin sheet
45 of tufts and plates, being illustrated in posi- or phi.te 12.
tion over the steam table and held by the
The process of mr..nufacturing the brush
devices provided for that purpose; Fig. 6 constitutes a part of my invention, and this
is a top view, partly broken away, of the p:rocess is illustrated more particularly in
·
same; Fig. 7 is a vertical longituainal sec- Figs. 1 to 7 inclusive.
50 tion through a hollow block sup.Porting at
In carrying out my process in the manuits edges one of the blocks of bristles after factnre of the brush illustrated in Fig. 9
the vulcanization step of the process has I assemble a plate 13 preferably of metal,
been completed, and Fig. 7 is presented to a pyroxylin plate or slwet 12 of plastic maillustrate that further step in the process, terial, such as celluloid, and a templet plate
55 which consists, when desired, in convexing 17, these plates being placed face to face
the outer side of the block or that from with the celluloid sheet or plate 12 between
which the bristles project so that the bristles the plates 13, 17 and all of said plates being
may present a convex outline at their ends apertnred correspondingly, in accordance
instead of beiP..g left in the style shown in with the outline of the brush to be produced,
60 Fig. 5 and producing a flat brush; Fig. 8 to receive the tufts of bristles 11. When
is a vertica.I transverse section tlli'ough a the three plates 12, 13, 17 have been brought
brush-back or a brush-back core having the together, they are placed within a recess in
block illustrated in Fig. 7 applied thereto, a plate 18 constituting a part of a die 19
and Fig. 9 is a like view of the same but comprising in addition to the plate 18 a
65 showing the back as covered with a veneer- top plate 20, a lower plate 21 and a base
by means of screws or other suitable means.
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plate 22. The plates 18, 20, 21 are Yerti~
cally apertnred in line with the tnft receiv-'ing holes in the plate 13, and the apertures
or holes in the plate 20 have downwardly
aud inwarilly converging walls, as shown
in Fig. 2, directly above the plate 13. The
rnrtical holes or apertures in the plate 18
lut\'e 1mL::;tautia1ly parallel walls and the
holes or apcrtnreH in the plate 21 will vary
in Jiameter at their lower portions, presenting-, say, three diameters and this being for
the purpose of so controlling the bristles of
t.he tufts that their lower ends will extend
downwardly . to varying distances as required in the manufacture of· a properly
made hair Lrush. After the plates 12, 13,
11 have been placed in the recess in the
plate 18, the plate 20 will then be placed
over the plate 18 in the position in which
it is shown in Fig. 2, thus fully inclosing
the Haid plates 12, 13, 17, and thereupon the
bristles will Le threaded down through the
holes in the plate 20, the holes in the plates
12, 13, 17, the holes in ~he plate 18 and the
holes in the plate 21 until tufts of the proper
proportion have been produced for a brush.
After the tufts of bristles have been formed
the cover or top plate 20 of the die 19 is
removed, and this leaves the upper ends of
all of the tufts projecting above the plate
13. I thereupon by· means of a hot iron
flatten down the upwardly projecting ends
of the tufts, while the plates 12, 13, 17 are
still in the plate 18 of the die. I thereupon
remove the plates 12, 13, 17 and tufts from
the die sections 18, 21 and slide the plates
12, 17 downwardly on the tufts, as shown
in Fig. 4, to space apart the pyroxylin plate
or sheet 12 from the permanent plate 13.
I then apply by dipping or otherwise a thin
solution of rubber to the ironed down ends
of the tufts upon the permanent plate 13,
this rubber being thin enough to get in
armmd and between the bristles and coat
the same. The block should then be allowed
to stand a few hours and preferably over
night, so that the rubber may undergo a
curing action to a limited extent, and thereupon I apply a thicker solution of rubber,
usually by means of a brush, over the ironed
down 'ends or knots of the tufts of bristles
and create a substantial body of rubber at
the upper side of the plate 13 as indicated
at 14: in the drawings. The block should
thereupon he allowed to stand for a further
period, preferably oYer night; after which I
proceed with the vulcanization step of my
process. The means for vulcanizing the
body of rubber applied on the knot-ends of
the 'tnfts of bristles and upon the plate 13,
is illustrated in Figs. 15 and 6 in which 23
indicates a portion of a steam-table of ordinary construction, 24 a metal plate placed
thereon lulYing a receRs or matrix 25 to receive the body of rnbber on the knot entls
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of the tufts of bristles and the :tJlate 13 and
hold the same while said rubber is being vulcanized by heat from said table, and 26
plate-sections removably held on the plate
24 by means of thumb-screws 27, said plate- 70
sections 26 corresponding with each other
and being .recessed in their .f~cing edges to
encompass the set of tufts 11 m the manner
shown in Fig. 5, the plate sections 26 along
the edges of the recesses thereinbemg adapt- 75
ed to lap over upon the outer edges of the
plate 13 and hold said plate firmly in position during the vulvanization of the rubber
14. The plate-sections 26 may be firmly secured over the ed~es of the plate 13 and 80
around the series of tufts 11 by means of the
thumb-screws 27, and, upon the loosening of
said screws,· the plates 26 may be slid out. wardly in directions :from each other so as
to fully release the plate 13 with the bristles 85
and rubber carried thereby and leave the
plate 24 in condition to receive another
block of bristles. I apply upon the steamtable 23 a sheet of asbestos 28 having an
opening therein adapted to snugly receive 90
the plate 24, whereby the heat. of the table is
prevented from affecting anything except
the plate 24. It is essential that the celluloid or pyroxylin sheet or plate 12 be protected against the action of heat from the 95
steam table 23 and those portions of the
plate ·24 surrounding the matrix 25, and to
accomplish this purpose I provide matching
sheets of asbestos 29 applied upon the plate
24 and extending between the outer edges of 100
the plate 13 and the lower edges of the cellulord or pyroxylin plate 12, said sections
being recessed at their facing
es to
snugly fit around the body of b
es, as
clearly represenhid in Figs. 5 and 6. As a 105
furtner means for preventing the heat :from
the steam-table from injuring the pyroxylin
plate or sheet 12, I provide an air nozzle 30
and connect the same with a suitable source
of air under pressure, whereby and with the no
use of said nozzle a constant current of air
may be blown over the templet plate 17 covering the pyroxylin plate or sheet 12, keeping the plate 17 cooled arid enabling it to aid
in saving the celluloid sheet 12 against in- l15
jury :from the heat arising from the steamtable 23 and ·plate 24. After the body of
rubber 14 has become properly vulcanized,
the templet plate 17 is stripped d?wnwardly
:from the tufts 11 and the celluloid plafe 12 120
is slid upwardly on said tufts and firmly
against the permanent plnte 13, which is
preferably of. metal, and thereupon the
block, if a flat brush is desired, may be applied to the brush-back or brnsh-head, bnt 125
according to my process I prefer to conYex
the set of bristles, and to do this I insert the
tufts of bristles downwardly through an
opening 31 in a metal block 32, said openin~
31 conforming to the outline of the set of i su
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tufts and being of such size that the circum·
ferential edge portion of the plates 12, 13
rest upon the edges of the block 32 surrounding said opening, as shown in l!~ig. 7.
If 5 After the block of bristles has been applied
to the opening in the block 32, a suitable
blow is delivered against the vulcanized
rubber 14 to permanently dish the plate 13
downwardly, whereby the tufts of bristles
10 become radial and the brush at the outer
ends of the bristles is caused to have a convex outline, as shown. In carrying out my
invention I do not vulcanize the rubber until it is brittle like a piece of glass or rock
15 but only to such extent. as to leave it hard
but yet tenacious and without pronounced
brittleness, and consequently I am enabled
to dish t11e plate 13 and the rubber 14 there.on without detriment to the holding charac20 teristic of the rubber or injury to the tufts
of bristles. The block of bristles after having been convexed is removed from the
block 32 and may be at once applied to the
brush-head or brush-back or core 15 there25 for, said core being formed with a recess to
receive the rubber 14, plate 13 and plate 12.
The core 15 will then be covered by a sheet
or veneering of celluloid 16 or other suitable
material whose edges will be lapped against
30 the outer edges of the sheet 12 o~ plastic
material and be cemented thereto so as to
become iq.tegral therewith, thus fully covering the core 15 and imparting to the brush
finished surfaces, both at the ·back thereof
S5 and a.round and between the tufts 11. I
may also additionally secure the plates 12,
13 to the core 11 by means of screws, as
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, but ordinarily these
screws will not be necessary when the plate
40 12 and. veneering 16 are made use of.
My invention enables the production in
an efficient manne.c of a hair brush whose
back is formed of a core coated or veneered
with either celluloid or other plastic ma~
45 terial and whoae surface between the tufts
of bristles is covered by like {la.stic material, and this is a feature o advantage
which has not been accomplished heretofore
in the manufacture o:f any hair or equivalent
50 brush in which the knot ends of the tufts of
bristles have been secured by heat· vulcanized hard rubber, so far as I am aware.
. I do not desire to limit my invention in
every instance to the production of a brush
55 employing the celluloid or pyroxylin plate
12 and veneering 16 of corresponding material, since in many instances the veneering
16 will be omitted and likewise the sheet
or plate 12. . In all cases in which I do not
eo use the sheet 12 and veneering 16 I will
carry on the proce5s of manufactu_re just as
has been hereinbefore described, except that
the plate 12 will not be present, and finally
the block -0f bristles will be secured to the
15 back or brush head by means of screws or

other suitable means in lieu of in the man·
ner described with respect to Fig. 9. The
plate 13 is a permanent metal plate, and
when the celluloid sheet 12 is not ma.de use
of it will constitute the exposed surface 70
around and between the tufts of bristles. I
preferably bake a thin coat of rubber over
the plate 13, and hence it will have a suitable appearance for use in a rubber back or
rubber coated back brush, with the sheet 70
12 absent. When using a white metal or
silver or the like for the plate 13, said plate
need not necessarily be protected by a coating on its surface.
What I claim as my invention and desire so
to secure by Letters-Patent, is:
1. The improvement in the manufacture
of brushes which consists in providing a
brush-head having a recess therein, providing a base-plate havina a series of holes 85
therein for the series of individual tufts of
bristles, providing a templet plate having
a corresponding series of holes, providing
a plate of plastic material, having a corresponding series of holes, placing these plates oo
in a sectional die having holes above and
below the said plates, introducing the
bristles for the individual tufts into the
holes in said die and through the holes in
said plates with the upper ends of· the 95
bristles projecting above said base-plate, removing the top plate-section of the die to
expose the upper projecting ends of the
tufts of bristlei:;, ironing said projecting ends
down against said ba.se~plate, removing the 100
base-plate, templet-plate, plastic material
plate and tufts from the die, separating the
plastic material and templ<.:t plates from said
base-plate, applying soft rubber to the knot
ends of said tufts, vulcanizing said rubber 105
by externally applied heat to form a substantial body binding all of said tufts together on said base-plate and at the same
time protecting said plastic material plate
aeainst the action of said heat, stripping the 110
templet-plate from the tufts and moving
said plastic material plate against said baseplate, applying said body of rubber and
base-phi.te to the recess in said brush-head,
applying a veneering of plastic material to 115
the exterior of said brush-head, and securing
said veneering to the edges of said plastic
material plate.
.
2. The improvement in the manufacture
of brushes which consists in providing a 120
brush-head having a recess therein, providing a base-plate having a series of holes
therein for the series of individual tuft;; of
bristles, pr?vidin~ a t~mplet plate paving a
correspondmg series of holes, placmg these 125
plates in a sectional die having holes above
and below the said plates, introducing the
bristles for the individual tufts into the holes
in said die and through Lhe holes in said
plntes with the upper ends of the bristles 130
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projecting above said ba$e-plate, removing
the top plate-section of the die to expose
the l\pper projecting end:5 of the tufts of
bristles, removing the base-plate, templet:~ plate and tufts from the die, applying soft
rubber to the knot ends of tbe tufts, vulcanizing snid rubber to form a substantial body
binding al1 of said tufts together on said
base-plate, stripping the templet-plate from
: c' the tufts, and applying said body of rubber

and base-plate carryin{( the tufts to the rece;;s in said brush-head and securing the
same firmly to said head.,
Signed at New York city, in the county of
New York, ·and St~te of New York, this
10th day of July A. D. 1911.
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THOMAS F. BARRY.

·witnesses:
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